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2010 Regional Results

Detroit (Late), MI May 20, 2010 – May 23, 2010

Teen Mr. StarQuest
Isaac Jones - Always Midnight - Elevate Dance Company

Mr. StarQuest
Jefferey Noble - Permanent - Dance Athletics Competitive Edge

Petite Miss StarQuest
Sophia Mackinnon - Falling Down - Dancer's Edge Studio

Junior Miss StarQuest
Micah Endicott - I'm Still Here - P & P Dance Centre

Teen Miss StarQuest
Alexandric Hughes - Took The Night - Dance House

Miss StarQuest
Dianne Clouse - Swans - Dancer's Edge Studio

Top Recreational Junior Solo
1st Place - Veronica Weaver - Kiss & Tell - Robert Lee School of Dance

Top Recreational Petite Duet/Trio
1st Place - Hoedown Throwdown - LA's Dance Academy - Lisa Anne Mithen

Top Recreational Teen Duet/Trio
1st Place - Here I Come - Robert Lee School of Dance - Partricia Edwards

Top Recreational Junior Large Group
1st Place - So Fine - American Dance Academy - Melva Zavisa

Top Petite Solo
1st Place - Ciana Jao - New York, New York - Big City Dance Center LLC
2nd Place - Allison Reed - Imagine - P & P Dance Centre
3rd Place - Sophia Mackinnon - Falling Down - Dancer's Edge Studio
4th Place - Julia Lane - Baby I'm A Star - Dancer's Edge Studio
5th Place - Caroline Julian - Jitter Bug - American Dance Academy
Top Junior Solo
1st Place - Micah Endicott - Popular - P & P Dance Centre
2nd Place - Emily Placita - Hands - Dancer’s Edge Studio
3rd Place – Shelby Fenn - If It Kills Me - Rhythm Pointe Dance Academy
4th Place - Nicole Kennedy - Neverland - The Dance Shoppe
5th Place - Madison Letwinski - Headlock - P & P Dance Centre
6th Place - Olivia Placita - Sunny Day - Dancer’s Edge Studio
7th Place - Sara Berman - Dirt Into Snow - American Dance Academy
8th Place - Anna Ciechanowski - It’s My Party - Dancer’s Edge Studio
9th Place - Mallory Marshall - A Nerd’s Anthem - The Dance Shoppe
10th Place - Katie Humphreys - Journey To The Past - The Dance Shoppe

Top Teen Solo
1st Place - Kalley Ryan - All I Want - Constellations Dance Company
2nd Place - Alexandric Hughes - Took The Night - Dance House
3rd Place - Lindsay McGivern - Would You Refuse Him - Elite Dance By Damian
4th Place - Kurtis Sprowls - Simple Man - Constellations Dance Company
5th Place - Nicole Murray - Boston - Big City Dance Center LLC
6th Place - Lauren Fobes - The Hill - Constellations Dance Company
7th Place - Sarah Rose - On My Bones - Constellations Dance Company
8th Place – Julia Lotz - Terrified - Elite Dance By Damian
9th Place - Kendall Crudo - Fire On The Dance Floor - Rhythm Pointe Dance Academy
10th Place - Isaac Jones - Always Midnight - Elevate Dance Company
11th Place - Sydney Oprita - Leave - Rhythm Pointe Dance Academy
12th Place – Taylor Kanigowski - My Momma Told Me - The Dance Shoppe
13th Place - Lizzie Trombley - Speechless - Big City Dance Center LLC
14th Place – Liselle Tungol – True Colors – The Dance Shoppe
15th Place – Alexis Pallis – Hide And Seek – Dancer’s Edge Studio
16th Place – Kendall Issacs – Wild Horses – Dance Athletics Competitive Edge
17th Place – Bianca Geric – Perfect Harmony – Bravo Dance Center
18th Place – Kendall Huizenga – Left Me Up – The Dance Shoppe
19th Place – Britney Birr – Where Does The Good Go – Big City Dance Center LLC
20th Place – Katie Kwapis – Somebody – Big City Dance Center LLC

Top Senior Solo
Top Senior Solo
1st Place - Kelsey Osborn - Your Room - Synergy Dance Academy
2nd Place - Chelsea Sebes - What Have I Done - Elite Dance By Damian
3rd Place - Jeffery Noble - Permanent - Dance Athletics Competitive Edge
4th Place - Dianne Clouse - Shells - Dancer’s Edge Studio
5th Place - Madison Embrey - Oh, The Places You’ll Go - The Dance Shoppe
6th Place - Sarah Jones - Near To You - American Dance Academy
7th Place - Victoria Fox - That I Would Be Good - Constellations Dance Company
8th Place - Christopher Klebba - Madly In Love With You - Dance Athletics Competitive Edge
9th Place - Tiffany Wolff - Stand Still, Look Pretty - The Dance Shoppe
10th Place - Breeann Birr – Madness In Me - Big City Dance Center LLC
11th Place - Nicole Bereo - When You Give Me Away - Elite Dance By Damian
12th Place - Alex Williamson - The Funeral Dress - Constellations Dance Company
13th Place - Samantha Assemany - Ocean Size Love - Sheryls School Of Dance
14th Place – Amanda Cook - Baby's Romance - Dance Athletics Competitive Edge
15th Place – Jessica Zultowski – You – Dance Athletics Competitive Edge
16th Place – Stephanie Brantigan – Happy – Big City Dance Center LLC
17th Place – Penny Auten – Save The Hero – Bravo Dance Center
18th Place – Brittney Nicole – Weakness In Me – Dance Athletics Competitive Edge
19th Place – Ronuelle Teodoro – Pretty Winds - Dance Athletics Competitive Edge
20th Place – Kallie Schaeffer – In My Life - Constellations Dance Company
### Top Petite Duet/Trio
1st Place - Why Haven't I Heard - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
2nd Place - Let It Go - Extreme Dance Arts - Jamie Wallace, Cheryl Dupuis
3rd Place - Rodeo Romeo - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
4th Place - Disco Diva's - Rhythm Pointe Dance Academy - Maria Huber
5th Place - Dance - Bravo Dance Center - Kelly Seroka

### Top Junior Duet/Trio
1st Place - It's A Beautiful World - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
2nd Place - Knock On Wood - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
3rd Place - Walk That Walk - Rhythm Pointe Dance Academy - Maria Huber
4th Place - Fields Of Gold - P & P Dance Centre - Michelle Sypula
5th Place - D.a.n.c.e - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto

### Top Teen Duet/Trio
1st Place - We'll Find A Way - Elite Dance By Damian - Damian Kush Jr.
2nd Place - Girl Laying Down - Elite Dance By Damian - Damian Kush Jr.
3rd Place - Just Can't Do It Alone - Fenton Dance Academy - Susan Carter
4th Place - Get Ready - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
5th Place - Big Money Comin - Bravo Dance Center - Kelly Seroka

### Top Senior Duet/Trio
1st Place - 10 Million Miles - Constellations Dance Company - Wayne Betchel
2nd Place - Romeo And Juliet - Dance Athletics Competitive Edge - Courtney Arcenal
3rd Place - Halo - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
4th Place - Jai Ho - Rhythm Pointe Dance Academy - Maria Huber
5th Place - Creep - Constellations Dance Company - Wayne Betchel

### Top Petite Small Group
1st Place - I Want You Back - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
2nd Place - I Saw Him Standing There - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
3rd Place - Rock - Bravo Dance Center - Kelly Seroka
4th Place - Heal The World - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
5th Place - Low Rider - Rhythm Pointe Dance Academy - Maria Huber

### Top Junior Small Group
1st Place - Got To Be Starting Something - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
2nd Place - Georgia - Rhythm Pointe Dance Academy - Maria Huber
3rd Place - Wicked Lil' Girls - P & P Dance Centre - Michelle Sypula
4th Place - You Appearing - Sherry's Academy of Dance - Sherry Blaha
5th Place - Stranger In Moscom - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto

### Top Teen Small Group
1st Place - Gimmie More - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
2nd Place - Girls Just Want To Have Fun - Constellations Dance Company - Wayne Betchel
3rd Place - Supaman Fly - Rhythm Pointe Dance Academy - Maria Huber
4th Place - Mosquito - Bravo Dance Center - Kelly Seroka
5th Place - Out Of The Blue - Elite Dance By Damian - Damian Kush Jr.

### Top Senior Small Group
1st Place - Tiny Dancer - Sheryls School of Dance - Sheryl Sulek
2nd Place - To Kill A Mocking Bird - Bravo Dance Center - Kelly Seroka
3rd Place - Storm - Sheryls School of Dance - Sheryl Sulek
4th Place - Count To Ten - The Dance Shoppe - Lauren Lenter
5th Place - One Afternoon - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
Top Petite Large Group
1st Place - I Do - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
2nd Place - Bingo - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
3rd Place - Stupid Cupid - American Dance Academy - Melva Zavisa
4th Place - Land Of 1,000 - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
5th Place - Itsy Bitsy Spider - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto

Top Junior Large Group
1st Place - Jump - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
2nd Place - Day & Night - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
3rd Place - City Of Gold - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
4th Place - Fireflies - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
5th Place - Kick It - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto

Top Teen Large Group
1st Place - Glory Box - Sherry's Academy of Dance - Sherry Blaha
2nd Place - Sanitarium - Rhythm Pointe Dance Academy - Maria Huber
3rd Place - Stand By My Belief - Elite Dance By Damian - Damian Kush Jr.
4th Place - China - Sherry's Academy of Dance - Sherry Blaha
5th Place - Control - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto

Top Senior Large Group
1st Place - Tears Of An Angel - Elite Dance By Damian - Damian Kush Jr.
2nd Place - We Don't Have To Be Alone - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
3rd Place - Stupid - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
4th Place - Vampire Heart - Dance Athletics Competitive Edge - Courtney Arcenal
5th Place - Remember It Well - Constellations Dance Company - Wayne Betchel

Top Petite Line
1st Place - My Boyfriend's Back - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto

Top Junior Line
1st Place - Trust - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
2nd Place - Come Fly With Me - The Dance Shoppe - Lauren Lenter
3rd Place - Motherland - Dance Athletics Competitive Edge - Courtney Arcenal
4th Place - Hot Stuff - Dance Athletics Competitive Edge - Courtney Arcenal
5th Place - Michael - Extreme Dance Arts - Jamie Wallace, Cheryl Dupuis

Top Teen Line
1st Place - Pirates - Dance Athletics Competitive Edge - Courtney Arcenal
2nd Place - Strings - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
3rd Place - A Day At Camp - Rhythm Pointe Dance Academy - Maria Huber
4th Place - Body Language - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
5th Place - Can You Hear Me - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto

Top Senior Line
1st Place - So Into You - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto
2nd Place - The Face - Dance Athletics Competitive Edge - Courtney Arcenal
3rd Place - Hot Like Wow - Dance Athletics Competitive Edge - Courtney Arcenal
4th Place - Va Va Va Vida - Dance Athletics Competitive Edge - Courtney Arcenal
5th Place - La La La - Dance Athletics Competitive Edge - Courtney Arcenal

Petite/Junior Solo Photogenic
Aidan Hutchinson – Dance Athletics Competitive Edge
**Teen/Senior Solo Photogenic**
Mia Hutchinson – Dance Athletics Competitive Edge

**Petite/Junior Solo Costume**
Julia Rudofski - A’ Oia - American Dance Academy

**Teen Solo Costume**
Samantha Jodoin – Sheyls School Of Dance

**Senior Solo Costume**
Nicole Kitlak – Variation From Ballet Pharaoh’s Daughter – Russian Ballet Academy

**Petite/Junior Duet/Trio Costume**
Disco Diva’s – Rhythm Pointe Dance Academy – Maria Huber

**Teen/Senior Duet/Trio Costume**
Jai Ho – Rhythm Pointe Dance Academy – Maria Huber

**Petite/Junior Group Costume**
Expensive Girl – American Dance Academy – Melva Zavisa

**Teen/Senior Group Costume**
Debutante – The Dance Shoppe – Lauren Lenter

**Adult Award**
Joshua Dick – The King Of Pop – Rhythm Pointe Dance Academy

**Choreography Awards**
- Dance Athletics Competitive Edge: Courtney Arcenal
- Sheryls School of Dance: Sheryl Sulek
- The Dance Shoppe: Lauren Lenter
- Dancer’s Edge Studio: Kathy Moretto
- Bravo Dance Center: Kelly Seroka
- Rhythm Pointe Dance Academy: Maria Huber

**Petite/Junior Production Award**
Michael - Extreme Dance Arts - Jamie Wallace, Cheryl Dupuis

**Teen/Senior Production Award**
Strings - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto

**Petite/Junior Odyssey Award**
Jack And Jill - Dance Athletics Competitive Edge - Courtney Arcenal

**Teen/Senior Odyssey Award**
A Day At Camp - Rhythm Pointe Dance Academy - Maria Huber

**Petite/Junior Apogee Award**
Trust - Dancer's Edge Studio - Kathy Moretto

**Teen/Senior Apogee Award**
Pirates - Dance Athletics Competitive Edge - Courtney Arcenal

**FDC Judges Choice Award**
She's Always A Bridesmaid - Elite Dance By Damian - Damian Kush Jr.